The calculation of WormNet v. 2 involved a number of substantial differences from WormNet v. 1 (summarized in Table S1 ), resulting in omission of many WormNet v. 1 linkages from WormNet v. 2 (as diagrammed in Figure 1B) . The large majority of removed links result from a decision to omit co-expression linkages between homologous genes with extremely similar DNA sequences. While these linkages may reflect true functional associations, this cannot be distinguished from the possibility that these very high scoring linkages arise not from co-expression but rather from cross-hybridization artifacts on the DNA microarrays, e.g., as measured in (Ramani et al. 2008) . We therefore opted for a more conservative strategy of omitting these linkages.
Specifically, 42.6% (163,964/384,700) of version 1 linkages were omitted from version 2, with the omitted linkages characterized as follows: 87.6% (143,594/163,964) of the removed links derived from co-expression patterns between genes with cDNA probes with a high likelihood for cross-hybridization. 5.7% (9,307/163,964) were removed as a consequence of increasing the genome set from 149 genomes to 424 genomes in version 2-more genomes allows for more accurate phylogenetic profile and gene neighbor linkages, and consequently removal of spurious links. 3.2% (5,215/163,964) of linkages derived from yeast datasets and 3% (4,970/163,964) from human datasets; these were removed due to a switch from speciesbased scoring of transferred linkages to species and data-type-based scoring of transferred linkages, which gave finer-grained scores capable of better filtering out low quality associations. In total, these 3 changes account for >99% of the omitted links and contribute to the enhanced predictive ability of version 2.
Roughly 42% (68,997/163,964) of the removed links were classified as "core" links of the version 1. A "core" network is not defined for version 2, as the edge weights of WormNet v.2 are informative about the likelihoods of functional association between genes, and in general, using the complete network provides substantially better predictive ability. Nonetheless, applying an accuracy threshold similar to WormNet v.1 results in 95,000 links exceeding this threshold. Comparing the network of 95,000 links with the v.1-core shows 39% (44,832/113,829) of the v.1 core set are retained, with the remaining 61% of links removed almost entirely (99.3%) due the changes detailed above (i.e., removal of co-expression links at risk of cross-hybridization, of gene neighbor links that failed to score well with the expanded genome set, or of links scoring poorly following the more fine-grained datasetbased rather than species-based orthologous transfer of linkages, all of which produced high confidence linkages in v. 1 but that are not supported under the stricter analysis of v. 2. (Table S3) . STRING version 8.2 (Jensen et al. 2009) (Gollub et al. 2003) , Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (Barrett et al. 2005) , and Stuart et al. (Stuart et al. 2003) . Five subsets of SMD, one subset of GEO, and the non-redundant Stuart et al. set showed significant correlation between mRNA co-expression and log likelihood scores and were therefore incorporated into the network. 
